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Purpose of this Lecture

Co-governance by making use of “decentralization” and “private sector”

1. I explained that Japan has learned the importance of capacity building of

local government to respond to disaster. The local government plays the

main role, with the support by the national government, in recovery and

B.B.B stages as well as in mitigation and preparation ones.

2. However, it is also turned out that there is limitation for only public sector

to respond to disasters and to build a disaster resilient society.

3. In addition to the national and local governments, private sector, including

business companies, NPO/NGOs, universities, communities and volunteers,

play their own roles.



Purpose of this Lecture

5. The concept of “self support”, “mutual support” and “public support” is

important.

6. We should collaborate and cooperate with each other to share needs and

resources each actor has, and to generate synergetic effect.

7. Co-governance is crucial to make disaster resilient society towards future

big disasters.

8. I will explain making use of the case studies of Hanshin-Awaji Earthquake

(Urban disaster), followed by the different case of Chuetsu Earthquake

(remote disaster).
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・ Self support : Individual citizen/company implement for himself/ itself

・ Mutual support : Community people, NPOs, companies cooperate with each other

・ Public support : Government implements disaster management



“Report of the 10-Year Recovery & Reconstruction Overall and 

Recommendations” compiled by Hyogo Prefecture Government 

The local government verified and compiled the 10-year recovery &
reconstruction (1995 to 2004).

( 12 keynotes of recommendations)

1. Safe and secure community development

2. Inclusive society

3. Recovery and Build Back Better initiated by local government and decentralization of authority

4. Active participation by or in cooperation with citizens

5. Practical disaster management system

6. Emergency aid and housing reconstruction

7. Consideration on vulnerable people including elderlies

8. Local revitalization and prosperity

9. Distinctive communities using local culture, cityscape and scenery

10. Inter-regional coordination and exchange

11. International cooperation for disaster reduction

12.Disseminate information based on experience and lessons from the disaster



“Report of the 10-Year Recovery & Reconstruction Overall and 
Recommendations” Compiled by Hyogo Prefecture Government

Re: Governance for Disaster Resilient Society in Japan by R.Aota (2016)

(1)Safe and secure community development

We should make both hard infrastructure and soft measure

disaster resilient.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

Earthquake resistant buildings were newly
established, according to the code after 1981.
The local government provided special housing
loan with low interest and interest subsidy.

Some of the residents, who lost their houses,
rebuilt earthquake resistant houses for
themselves with financial aid.



(1)Safe and secure community development

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government developed a computer graphics
hazard map, which shows the information about tsunami,
high tide wave, flood, reservoir, and landslide.
http://www.hazardmap.pref.hyogo.jp/english.html

We can make use of website to check the vulnerability
through smart phone or personal computer.

The local government built public housing for people
who lost their houses with low rental fee.

NPO/NGO launched watch over and other welfare
service to prevent isolation, especially, of aged people.
Such activities led to the building of community center
by the local government.



(2) Create inclusive society

We re-evaluate the role of community to make inclusive and sustainable

society, where people mutually help to spend their livelihood.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government encouraged
community people to organize autonomous
disaster management group with financial
aid.

All over Japan, community people organized autonomous
disaster management group. Some advanced group made
community disaster management plan.

The local government provided community
with grant to hire experts to redevelop their
areas. These experts discussed with the
people to submit community plan to the
government.

Experts, like urban designer and architect, voluntarily
assisted community development. They proposed affected
citizens to make community development association.
Such activities encouraged affected citizens to remain in
or come back to their community.



(3) Build Back Better initiated by local government and decentralization of
authority

It is local government that should initiate recovery and reconstruction
activities, based on local needs of affected citizens.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government established “Recovery
and Reconstruction Meeting to Support
Affected Citizens”, participated by experts and
government staff. The meeting members
launched outreach activities to pick up needs.

Experts (ex. academic, mass media, urban planner,
NPO/NGO) have visited affected communities about
300 times for those 10 years. They picked up variety
of needs, in the fields of livelihood, welfare, housing,
employment, community and others, to feedback into
the government policy.

The local government created “Disaster
Recovery and Reconstruction Fund”, financially
supported by the national government.

The fund was used to supplement public support and
to encourage mutual or self support. NPO/NGO could
extend their activities.



(4) Active participation by or in cooperation with citizens

The local government should have citizen sector involved in recovery and

B.B.B activities.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government set up “ordinance for
active participation by or in cooperation
with ordinary citizens” and “joint meeting
between the government and NGO”.

NPO/NGOs, other supporters, experts and
citizens advocated their ideas to the local
government. They also sent the information
about policies and activities of the
government to affected citizens.
(=intermediary role)



(5) Practical risk management system

The local government should develop practical disaster management
system to effectively respond to disaster.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government built “disaster management
center” to resist against huge earthquake disaster.
It also built “disaster stand-by lodging” to
immediately respond to disaster in 24 hours
system.

1.3 million volunteers gathered from inside and
outside Japan, which was called “Japan’s
inaugural year for volunteerism”. These
volunteers and NPO/NGOs supplemented the
government activities.

The local government developed cooperation
system among relevant agencies. It also promoted
practical and wide-area disaster management
system through plan, training and drill.

The number of NPO/NGOs have increased all
over Japan since that disaster. They have
organized NPO/NGO voluntary networks.



(6) Emergency aid and housing reconstruction

Housing is not always private matter. It should be supported by the
whole society.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government requested the national
government to provide housing grant for those
who rebuild their houses. It led to the enact of
“Natural Disaster Victims Relief Law (30,000
USD at maximum)”.
In addition, the local government itself has
developed “Hyogo Mutual Aid System for
Housing Reconstruction (60,000 USD at
maximum, 50 USD at annual premium)”.

To prevent isolation as well as to protect aged people,
several soft measures have been developed through
mutual support.
Some NPO/NGOs operated a friendship center where
they enjoy table talk, make craft or play game.
Others built collective housing where they have their
own rooms, and common kitchen & dining room.
Such advanced measures were adopted by the
government and extended through public support.



(7) Consideration on vulnerable people including elderlies

Vulnerable people tend to be left behind, in the case of disaster. It is

important to take care of them to reduce second damage by disaster.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

They moved to public housing. The local
government opened community center,
within the housing area, where residents
have got medical, nursing and welfare
service. (ex. LSA, Life Support Advisor)

Some NPO/NGOs watched over aged and
disabled people. They gave them special care
service and sent their needs to the local
government.
Other NPO/NGO opened a community center for
foreign residents where they got necessary
information and special care service.



(8) Regional revitalization and prosperity

Business activities are also important to promote livelihood recovery and
revitalize affected areas.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government developed new financial support
for business recovery, including special loan and
interest subsidy.
It set up special zone to attract new business, and
created joint support system for venture company,
among industry, government and university.

Chamber of commerce and business society, in
cooperation with local government, established a
special organization to regenerate affected
business companies.

The local government financially supported
supporters who attracted more people by making
events.

Some NPO/NGOs launched community business
through which they operated some public srvice (ex.
welfare, child care).
Other NPO/NGOs organized events to revitalize
traditional shopping streets.



(9) Local culture, cityscapes and sceneries to create distinctive
urban communities

We realized the importance of reviving culture or land scape, which
encouraged affected people to recover and reconstruct from the ashes.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government opened a new concert 
hall or financially supported culture activities. 

Many artists or relevant people launched art,
concert, theatre and exhibition activities.
Local Japanese sake breweries companies
rebuilt their traditional buildings.



(10) Inter-regional coordination and exchange

Coordination is important to promote cooperation among many different
type of supporters.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government has extended
agreement for mutual cooperation
with other governments, business
companies and relevant organizations
in the case of disaster.

Some NPO was established, in cooperation with several
experts (lawyer, judicial scrivener, tax accountant, architect,
real-estate surveyor and house inspector), to solve problems
about housing or land property.
Different fields of local NPO/NGOs cooperated with each other
to generate synergetic effect.
Intermediary organization has become the focal point to link
with variety of stakeholders.

Dispatch experienced staff in the fields of 
disaster management, budget, personnel, 
policy planning, environment, welfare, 
medical, business, industry, civil engineering, 
architecture, urban planning, education, and 
so on 



(11) International cooperation for disaster reduction

We have responsibility to reciprocate to kind consideration from 

overseas. It is important to disseminate lessons we got from disaster, not to 
repeat the same tragedy.   

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government have encouraged citizens to
give donation, when big disasters happened in
foreign countries. The government also
dispatched their staff to support overseas
affected sites. They also cooperated with JICA to
give lectures to trainees from overseas.

One NPO has given support in more than 60
countries when disaster happened overseas. They
mainly has focused on giving affected people
empowerment. (ex. community development, job
opportunity, education).
These activities has become popular among other
NGO/NPOs.



(12) Disseminate information based on the experience and
lessons learned from the earthquake

It is important to disseminate the lessons we got from the disaster, not to
repeat the same tragedy.

After  the disaster (public support) After  the disaster (mutual or self support)

The local government, in cooperation with the national
government, established the organization for disaster
cooperation and humanitarian support (= Disaster
Reduction and Human Renovation Institute).
The government verified their Build Back Better activities
in the 3rd, 5th and 10th anniversaries. It also stipulated
January 17 to be “memorial day for volunteer and disaster
reduction” to continue activities not to forget that
disaster.

Many NPO/NGOs and universities have
organized their own symposiums, memorial
events, or published books to send lessons
to the next generation.
Such activities has led to disaster reduction
culture.



Combination between Public and Private Sector
Lesson from the Great Hanshin Awaji Earthquake

Re: Governance for Disaster Resilient Society in Japan by R.Aota (2016)

1. Government sector established institutional
design, and promoted hard infrastructure
development through public support.

2. Private sector took a new approach with soft
measures, such as caring for vulnerable people
and community development, through self-help
and mutual support.

3. Self and mutual support were found in all
keynotes. Private support has become popular in
post quake stage.

4. It is difficult to sustain self and mutual support
without institutional & financial assistance or
authorization by public support.

5. Co-governance by both public and private sector
is strengthened, which leads to inclusive society
with participation and cooperation ( = disaster
resilient society).

Inclusive

Post quake activities



Cooperation among Public, Mutual and Self 
Support in Rural Area 

(From the case by 2004 Niigata Chuetsu Earthquake)

Coordination has been developed, based on the lesson from the 
Hanshin Awaji Earthquake

1. Community supporter and intermediary organization (=human 
resource)

2.  Disaster Reconstruction Fund (=financial resource)  

3.  Authorization (= discretion)



・Number of dead & injured : 68 & 4,795

・ Number of totally collapsed houses : 3,175 households (3,138 buildings)

(Mountainous village areas)

•Heavily snowfall area 

•Aging

•Depopulation

•Declining industry

•Isolated and closed community

Niigata Chuetsu Earthquake in 2004
(Disaster in Rural Mountainous Area) 



Traditional Mutual Support within Rural Community

1. Case 1 : Former Yamakoshi Village (Nagaoka City)

• Community people used to cross over mountain to carry sick
person to hospital

• Community itself made tunnel with the length of 922m

• Take 16 years for completion at 1949

• Live together in the community

2. Case 2 : Former Oguni Town (Nagaoka City)

• Isolated community

• Repair community road and rice field for themselves after the
disaster

• Change a closed school into an accommodation facility

3. Case 3 : Kizawa Community (Nagaoka City)

• Spent one night together to help with each other after the quake

• Remove debris for themselves to ensure transportation after the
disaster

• Hunt for edible wild greens, hiking road, tourist map

• Tourism accommodation using the closed school



Community Supporter 
Community supporters were hired to assist community-initiated recovery
& B.B.B

1. Background
Community people are amateurs to recover and reconstruct their areas.

2. Aim
Assist and close to community people / Revitalize village community

3. Characteristics
Station in each community site (51 supporters) / Build confidential
(face to face) relationship with community people

4. Assisting Activities
Arrange community meeting / Look after the elderly / Publish community
newspapers / Revive traditional event / Develop local food and products
/ Revive woodlands or grasslands near human settlements / Exchange
with urban people / Identify tourism resources

5. Function
Consultation with local residents / Community empowerment / Network
building with other communities / Contact with local government
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Intermediary Role (Intermediary Organization) 

1. Instruct community supporters

2. Link affected communities with local government

3. Make use of outside resource (ex. academic researchers, NPO/NGO)

(1) A private volunteer group was established in 2005.

(2) That group was supported by Niigata Prefecture governments,
universities, business companies, other NPOs and civic societies.

(3) The group developed outreach activities to get needs of affected
people and community.

(4) They sent such needs to Niigata Prefecture Government. The
Government also started outreach activities with the group to get
access to village people.

(5) As the support activities have extended, the prefecture
government decided to provide community supporters in each
affected areas. That group instructed these supporters. The cost
was covered by Disaster Reconstruction Fund.

Prefecture Government
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Build Back Better from Chuetsu Earthquake

1. Pass tradition down to the next generation
・ Local dishes             ・ Local festival

2. Revitalization through food resource
・ Local food restaurant and shop

3. Attractive local nature 
・ Landscape photograph           ・ Trekking course
・ Rediscovery of wild animals and plants in mountain

4. Exchange between urban and rural area
• Exchange between farming and urban community
• Appreciate good points with each other
• Enjoy local food, natural beauty and culture 
• Farming experience, find edible wild mountain vegetable →green tourism, slow life
• Invite university students to identify attract points of rural areas
• Increase exchange population

http://www.fukkou-dc.jp/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/12/091026_山古志弁当（多菜田）.JPG
http://www.fukkou-dc.jp/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/復興通信_太田r.jpg
http://www.fukkou-dc.jp/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2009/07/3.jpg
http://www.fukkou-dc.jp/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/復興通信　栃尾r.jpg


Disaster Recovery & Reconstruction Fund (Financial Resource)

(Background)

1. Disaster causes challenging issues which we

cannot solve under existing institution and law.

2. It is difficult to support recovery of private

property (ex. house) or activity (ex. business)

through public support.

3. Disaster Recovery & Reconstruction Fund was

expected to supplement public support and

promote mutual and self support.

（Characteristics)

１．Not standard support menu

• Depend on each local situation 
(ex. urban area, mountainous 
area)

• Depend on type of disaster (ex. 
earthquake, tsunami, volcano)

２．Various financial resource

• Tax, donation, lottery and so on

(Function) 

1. Complement public support

2. Encourage self and mutual support

3. Promote local governance in affected areas

・ Decentralization by local government close to affected people

・ Public - private partnership through public, mutual and self support



Disaster Recovery & Reconstruction Fund 
【Any field in the society】

1. Housing reconstruction
Ex. Subsidy to housing reconstruction, solve double loan

2. Livelihood recovery 
Ex. Build community restaurant by housewives, subsidy to volunteer activities

3. Medical and welfare recovery
Ex. subsidy to medical or welfare facility, care for elderly people 

4. Community recovery and reconstruction
Ex. Subsidy to rebuilding shinto religious shrine, subsidy to NPO/NGO activities

5. Industrial restoration 
Ex. subsidy to small and medium sized enterprise, subsidy to repair rice field for themselves

6. Education recovery 
Ex. operate school bus, subsidy for disaster education

7. Cultural recovery 
Ex. subsidy to traditional cultural property and event, disseminate disaster 

lessons

http://www.fukkou-dc.jp/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/復興通信_太田r.jpg


Disaster Reconstruction Fund
Name Period Amount (resource) Host organization

No.of
projects

Project amount

Unzen Volcano
Sep. 1991-Aug. 
2002

10.90 billion JPY (local grant tax & donation) Nagasaki Prefecture 73 27.5 billion JPY

Okusiri Tsunami & Earthquake
Jan 1994-Mar. 
1998

13.3 billion JPY (donation) Okushiri municipality 73
About 14 billion 

JPY

Hanshin Awaji Earthquake
Jul.1995-
continuing

900 billion JPY (local grant tax)
Hyogo Prefecture & 
Kobe city

118 355 billion JPY

Chuetsu Earthquake
Mar. 2005-
continuing

305 billion JPY (local grant tax) Niigata prefecture 139 60 billion JPY

Noto Peninsula Earthquake
Aug. 2007-
continuing

50 billion（local grant tax） Ishikawa prefecture 23 3.4 billion JPY

Support SME from Noto 
Peninsula

Jul. 2007-
continuing

30 billion JPY (national grant & Ishikawa 
prefecture)

Ishikawa prefecture 16 Not announced

Chuetsuoki Earthquake
Oct. 2007-
continuing

120 billion JPY (local grant tax) Niigata prefecture

91

9 billion JPY

Support SME from Chuetsuoki
Oct. 2007-
continuing

40 billion JPY （local grant tax） Niigata prefecture 3 billion JPY

Great East Japan

Earthquake

1st, Oct. 2011-
196 billion yen (special local grant tax)

+  donation, etc.

Prefectures and 

municipalities
Continuing

2nd, Mar. 2013-
104.7 billion yen (special local grant 

tax)

Prefectures and 

municipalities
Continuing

Kumamoto Earthquake Dec. 2016 -
52.32 billion yen (special local grant 

tax)

Kumamoto 

prefecture
Continuing



Why was BBB successful in Chuetsu ? 

1. Traditional self & mutual support

“Community people do it for themselves”

2. Intermediary organization to link affected community with local government

“Understand local needs and provide necessary resource”

“Facilitate coordination and cooperation”

3. Financial resource to support self & mutual activities

“Disaster Reconstruction Fund to flexibly promote bottom up approach”

4. Empowerment to affected community

Local people experienced “small success” and changed from dependency on

the government to independency for themselves.



Combination between “Disaster Reconstruction Fund” and 

“Intermediary Organization”( Chuetsu Earthquake)

• Community based activities
• Bridge between community

and local government
• Cultivate community
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Combination of “Disaster Reconstruction 
Fund” and “Intermediary Organization”

Keypoint : “How can we revitalize affected 

communities ?”

1. “Build Back Better” with local initiative

（Decentralization + public-private 

partnership )

2. Device to accelerate “Build Back Better”

“Budget by Disaster Reconstruction Fund” + 

“coordination by intermediary    

organization”

DRF + IO
= money + manpower + 

organization

BBB reflecting locality
＋

BBB by cooperation among 
public, mutual and self 

support

BBB based on 
decentralization and public –

private partnership



Initiatives of Voluntary Community Disaster

Management Groups in Tokushima Prefecture,

Prepare for Nankai Trough Earthquake Disaster

(PPT by Mr. Hama)



Tsunami Evacuation Measures

Tsunami evacuation route made by 

community disaster management group

(Create of evacuation routes and spaces for themselves)

(PPT by Mr. Hama)



Tsunami evacuation measures
(Evacuation festival/region-specific evacuation drill)

Participants wear a life jacket on the roof 

of a tsunami evacuation building

Share a meal at a soup kitchen
(PPT by Mr. Hama)



Tsunami Evacuation Measures
(Assist the elderly and persons in need of help evacuating)

Disaster drill including vulnerable people(PPT by Mr. Hama)



Tsunami Evacuation Measures
(Develop disaster relief warehouses)

Community warehouse , including 

emergency toilet

(PPT by Mr. Hama)



Tsunami Evacuation Measures (Secure food)

Provision of food supplies

(PPT by Mr. Hama)



Tsunami Evacuation Measure (Provision of toilet)

Installation of portable toilet

These portable 
toilets are 

equipped with 
seats as well!

(PPT by Mr. Hama)



Governance for Disaster Resilient Society in JAPAN

1. From “government” to “governance”

2. Function of “public sector” (national & local government)

3. Function of “private sector”
(NGO/NPO, business company, community, citizen ) ”

(1) Institutionalization (law, 
ordinance, organization)
(2) Hard infrastructure
(3) Financial resource
(4) Authorization      

(1) Mass care service

(2) Standardization

(3) Normalization

(4) Formality

(1) Outreach & onsite
(2) Soft measure
(3) Human resource
(4) Close relationship with 
local people      

(1) Respond to 
individual, minority, 
unmet needs
(2) Diversity
(3) Informality

Hard 
infrastructure

Soft measure

Mass care 
service

Care for 
individual 

person 

Approach
by private
sector

Approach
by public
sector

Public–Private
partnership



Summary
1. Japan is a disaster country and faces to huge disasters in the

future.

2. On the occasion of the Great Hanshin Awaji Earthquake Disaster,
we realized that only public support was not enough, and that self
and mutual support were indispensable, to promote “Build Back
Better”.

3. The approach by private sector is different from that by public one.
We should coordinate and facilitate between the both sectors.

4. One mechanism has been developed by making use of
“Intermediary Organization”, “Disaster Recovery & Reconstruction
Fund” and “Initiative by Local Government”, based on the lesson
from the Hanshin-Awaji Disaster.

5. Combination of these three elements could lead us to “Disaster
Governance” through which we can make disaster resilient society.



Thank you for your attention ! 

If you have any enquiries, please do not

hesitate to contact to me

ryosuke_aota@drg.u-hyogo.ac.jp


